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Abstract

**Aims:** This study ran within the framework of the Thales aphasia project that investigated the efficacy of Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis (ESFA). We evaluated the treatment integrity (TI) of ESFA, i.e. the degree to which therapists implemented treatment as intended by the treatment protocol, in two different formats: individual and group therapy.

**Methods & Procedures:** Based on the ESFA manual, observation of therapy videos and TI literature, we developed two ESFA integrity checklists, for individual and group therapy, and used them to rate 15 videos of therapy sessions, delivered by three speech-language therapists (SLTs). Thirteen PwA were involved in this study. Reliability of the checklists was checked, using Kappa statistics. Each session’s TI was calculated. Differences in TI scores between the two therapy approaches were calculated, using independent sample t-tests. Treating SLTs’ views on what facilitates TI were also explored through a survey.

**Outcomes & Results:** Inter- and intra-rater reliability were excellent (.75 ≤ κ ≤ 1.00) for all but one video (κ=.63). Overall, a high TI level (91.4%) was achieved. Although both approaches’ TI was high, TI for individual therapy sessions was significantly higher than for group sessions (94.6% and 86.7% respectively), t(13)=2.68, p=.019. SLTs found training, use of the treatment manual, supervision, and peer support useful in implementing ESFA therapy accurately.

**Conclusions & Implications:** ESFA therapy as delivered in Thales is well described and therapists can implement it as intended. The high TI scores found enhance the internal validity of the main research project and facilitate its replication. The need for more emphasis on the methodological quality of TI studies is discussed.

**Key Words:** Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis, Aphasia, Treatment Integrity, Treatment
Fidelity, Thales Aphasia Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What this paper adds to existing knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is already known on this subject</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Treatment Integrity (TI) is the extent to which core components of a treatment are implemented in clinical testing as intended by treatment protocols. TI data facilitate the implementation of evidence-based practice by allowing researchers to come to valid conclusions on the effectiveness of different treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Despite its importance, TI is infrequently reported: in a review of aphasia therapy studies (n=149), only 14% reported on some aspect of TI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What this study adds</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This study provides evidence on the TI of an aphasia therapy: Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis (ESFA). It shows that ESFA as delivered in this project was well described and therapists could effectively follow the manual and deliver the therapy as intended (TI level = 91.4%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Implications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Offering training, providing clinicians with a treatment manual and ongoing supervision and peer support, can help them deliver ESFA aphasia therapy as intended in order to improve the word finding difficulties of people with aphasia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The integrity checklists developed for this study can help clinicians monitor how closely they follow the treatment protocol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Treatment Integrity of Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis Aphasia Therapy
Delivered Individual and Group Settings

When testing the efficacy of a treatment, like Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis (ESFA) (Papathanasiou and Mihou 2006), it is important to ensure that the treatment is delivered by therapists as planned. Treatment fidelity (TF), which includes treatment integrity (TI), refers to the methodological strategies used to monitor and enhance the reliability and validity of an intervention (Bellg et al. 2004).

The present study focuses on delivery of treatment and TI in particular. Although different terms have been used in the literature to describe TI, including procedural reliability, implementation fidelity and treatment fidelity, the term TI will be used consistently here, defined as the extent to which core components of a treatment are implemented in clinical testing as intended by treatment protocols (Yeaton and Sechrest 1981, Dusenbury et al. 2003, McIntyre et al. 2007), in other words, therapists’ adherence to the treatment protocol.

Treatment integrity is a key feature of TF, and refers to whether the treatment was delivered as intended (Kazdin 1986). TI as well as treatment differentiation, which refers to whether the treatment conditions differed from one another in the intended manner (Kazdin 1986), focus on delivery of treatment aspects and were the first two concepts used in the literature by Moncher and Prinz (1991) to define TF. The concept of TF was expanded to include treatment receipt, which involves checking that the participant understands and can use treatment skills, and treatment enactment, which includes optimising the degree to which the participant is using skills learned in treatment in daily life (Lichstein et al. 1994). Further, in the Treatment Fidelity Workgroup of the National Institutes of Health Behavior Change Consortium (BCC) two more concepts were purposed: study design, i.e. the establishment of
procedures that ensure that a study can adequately test its hypotheses, and *training provider*, which involves procedures that standardise training of therapists (Bellg et al. 2004).

Treatment integrity has received attention in the literature because it has important implications. Firstly, TI is necessary to maintain internal validity (Moncher and Prinz 1991). It plays a key role in the interpretation of treatment results, as it allows researchers to establish whether the results of a study are attributable to the planned treatment or to the treatment that was actually implemented (Linnan and Steckler 2002, Perepletchikova and Kazdin 2005).

Treatment integrity also promotes external validity in terms of intervention replication and therefore comparisons across studies (Moncher and Prinz 1991). Treatments that can be measured for adherence to the protocol are likely to be sufficiently well described to be replicated (Mowbray et al. 2003, Hinckley and Douglas 2013). Despite the broad understanding of the importance for a study to be replicable, many studies do not meet the criteria for replication. In a literature review aiming to describe the reporting of TI data among aphasia treatment studies from 2002 to 2011, Hinckley and Douglas (2013) reported that only half of studies provided sufficient treatment description to allow replication.

The issue of TI pertains also to evidence-based practices (EBP). A critical bridge between the accumulated evidence for a treatment and its implementation in clinical practice is the understanding of its core components, which typically begins with the establishment of integrity and the measure with which it has been assessed (Fixsen et al. 2005). Moreover, without TI data, intervention effectiveness cannot be evaluated with accuracy (Lane et al. 2004). Researchers should use a therapy protocol for training and supervising clinicians, but also for checking programme quality and performance, ensuring fidelity of the trialed intervention (Mowbray et al. 2003).
Treatment Integrity in Aphasia Therapy Studies

Despite its importance, TI is not routinely reported in speech and language therapy studies of treatment effectiveness. In aphasia therapy, which is the focus of this study, recent reviews of the literature suggest that the measurement of TI is uncommon (Cherney et al. 2008, Cherney et al. 2013, Faroqi-Shah et al. 2010, Hinckley and Douglas 2013, Rose et al. 2013). Cherney et al. (2008), focusing on constraint-induced language therapy for individuals with aphasia, included 10 studies in their review; only two of them reported data on TI. In a systematic review of 14 studies on treatment effects for bilingual individuals with aphasia (Faroqi-Shah et al. 2010), only 14% of studies checked TI. Similar findings were reported in a review of the methodological quality of 23 studies on communication partner training for people with aphasia; only 13% of them included TI data, which led the authors to conclude that one widely failed criterion of methodological quality across studies was TI (Cherney et al. 2013). In their review of gesture treatments for people with aphasia (PwA), Rose et al. (2013) found that 22% of the included studies reported on TI.

One could argue that the above reviews included a relatively small number of studies in specific areas and thus the notion that TI data are lacking is exaggerated. However, recently Hinckley and Douglas (2013) published the first review on the importance of TI and the frequency with which it is reported in aphasia treatment studies. After reviewing 149 papers published between 2002 and 2011, they confirmed the results of the studies above: only 14% of studies stated clearly some aspect of TI.

Integrity Measures

In terms of methods that can be used to evaluate TI, both direct and indirect approaches exist. In direct integrity measures the researcher observes sessions, either video-recorded or live, and integrity is evaluated with the use of any sort of objective observational
measure (Kaderavek and Justice 2010, Schoenwald et al. 2011), such as checklists specifically developed or treatment protocols themselves. Indirect methods of integrity assessment, on the other hand, mostly include self-reports of therapists who are asked to indicate after sessions whether they included all the required components of the treatment; or self-reports of clients who are asked to report whether they received all of the components of the assigned treatment (Hinckley and Douglas 2013, Kaderavek and Justice 2010, Schoenwald et al. 2011).

In aphasia studies, the vast majority of researchers that incorporated TI measures have adopted direct methods. In particular, an independent rater checked a randomly selected sample of treatment sessions either live (Edmonds and Babb 2011, Edmonds et al. 2009, Kiran 2008, Kiran and Johnson 2008) or videotaped (Dietz et al. 2014a, Dietz et al. 2014b, Edmonds and Kiran 2006, Goff 2013, Heilemann et al. 2014, Hickey et al. 2004, Hinckley and Carr 2005, Kiran and Thompson 2003, Leonard et al. 2008, Wright et al. 2008). They used a list of core therapy components or the protocol itself to check whether each component of the treatment was implemented. To calculate adherence to the protocol, the number of components implemented by the therapists was divided by the total number of components planned (i.e. the components that would be rated for TI) and the result multiplied by 100 (Dietz et al. 2014a, Dietz et al. 2014b, Edmonds and Babb 2011, Hickey et al. 2004). An example of a study that describes in detail the procedures followed for checking TI is that of Hickey et al. (2004).

Yet many aphasia studies that checked TI directly do not specify clearly all strategies and methods followed, for example whether they used live or videotaped observation, how they calculated the percentage of TI, or what types of scales they used to check TI (e.g. present/absent or Likert-type) (Goff 2013, Griffith et al. 2014, Kiran et al. 2011, Rider et al.

In terms of indirect methods for measuring TI in aphasia therapy, studies have employed supervision of clinicians in conjunction with other methods, such as discussions about the treatment and its protocol as well as observations (Kempler and Goral 2011, Peach and Reuter 2010). In addition, training of providers (Goff 2013) and completion of questionnaires (Egan et al. 2004) or surveys (Heilemann et al. 2014) have also been used.

ESFA therapy is a modified version of Semantic Feature Analysis (SFA) therapy, as it is based on the SFA approach, but also prompts the individual, after word retrieval, to elaborate the features of the word elicited on the SFA chart into a sentence. It also includes provision of elaborate cueing hierarchies to elicit features when participants cannot produce them. Moreover, during ESFA therapy, participants are encouraged to write the features on the chart, as writing can be developed into a self-cueing strategy. When PwA are not able to write though, the therapist writes down the word for them. The additional purpose of this elaborated approach is to enable the individual to transfer their naming abilities to connected speech. Given that ESFA is a new therapy, no studies that check TI of ESFA were found. Thus, methods used in SFA treatments will be described below.

In the evaluation of TI of SFA treatments for PwA (Boyle and Coelho 1995, Coelho et al. 2000), both direct and indirect methods have been adopted. The study of Peach and Reuter (2010) is an example of using indirect methods. They examined the utility of SFA for improving verb and noun retrieval in aphasic discourse and reducing the frequency of word retrieval deficits in discourse. Their methods comprised review of the published principles for SFA therapy, discussion about them before treatment, and the presence of investigators in all
treatment sessions to ensure adherence to SFA guidelines during programme implementation. In studies using direct methods to explore the TI of SFA, adherence to protocol was measured by an independent observer viewing videotaped or live sessions, as described above (Rider et al. 2008). Rider et al. (2008) aiming to ensure that the examiner followed the therapy procedures appropriately, employed an individual trained in SFA to watch 10% of randomly selected trials from each participant’s therapy, and found a TI score of 99.7%.

Although a combination of several indirect measures for checking TI make integrity data more robust, these methods have low correlations with objective measures and are less reliable (Gresham et al. 2000). Direct observation is considered the gold standard in the literature as it results in more thorough and objective data. Yet, this approach also has limitations, such as staff and time requirement as well as the fact that direct observation may not represent a “natural” implementation due to the treating therapist’s awareness of observation (Cochrane and Laux 2008). Indirect data can be used to supplement objective data derived from direct methods (Heilemann et al. 2014, Hickey et al. 2004). This approach is supported by the BCC too (Bellg et al. 2004).

**Research Aims**

The evaluation of TI is an important part of the methodological quality of a treatment study. The present study ran within the framework of the Thales Aphasia project (http://thales-aphasia.phil.uoa.gr), which aimed among other factors to investigate the efficacy of Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis (ESFA) therapy (Papathanasiou and Mihou, 2006), delivered through two different approaches: individual therapy vs. a combination of individual and group therapy.

We investigated the TI of the ESFA aphasia therapy in individual and group therapy sessions. We focused on programme adherence, by checking therapists’ consistency in the
delivery of the therapy.

The research questions were:

i  What is the degree of therapists’ adherence to the ESFA protocol, in individual therapy sessions, group sessions and overall in all sessions?

ii  Is there a significant difference in protocol adherence between individual and group therapy sessions?

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the findings and enhance our understanding of TI, an exploration of the therapists' views on different aspects of the therapy related to TI was additionally undertaken, via an e-mail survey.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants in this study were the three research speech and language therapists (SLTs) who were trained in ESFA and delivered the treatment in the Thales aphasia project. All three participants had a Master’s degree and had worked with PwA from two to seven years. Their ages ranged from 28 to 38 years, with a mean (SD) age of 31.7 (5.5), their education was between 19 to 20 years [mean (SD)=19.3 (0.6)] and their clinical experience ranged from 2 to 10 years with a mean (SD) of 5.7 (4.0) years.

People with aphasia were recruited for the main Thales aphasia project from Neurologists and SLTs working in state hospitals and private rehabilitation centers in Athens, Greece. Thirteen PwA were involved in this study. They had to meet the following eligibility criteria: were > 18 years old and native Greek speakers; had aphasia due to a stroke, as reported by their referring clinician; were at least four months post stroke and medically
stable; had no history of other neurological or psychiatric problem and no considerable cognitive impairment according to their score (score ≥ 32 out of 38) on the Brief Cognitive Screening Test. Brief Cognitive Screening Test is a Greek test for cognition specifically targeted to PwA, based on items from the Dementia Rating Scale (Mattis 1988) and the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices (Raven 2004). People were excluded if they received other speech and language therapy services during the Thales project. Also PwA were excluded if they did not live independently at home prior to the stroke, to ensure they did not suffer from substantial comorbidities that could affect response to aphasia therapy.

Therapy videos of 13 PwA were used in this study. Aphasia was assessed with the Greek version of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Papathanasiou et al. 2008). Five participants had global aphasia, four Broca’s aphasia, two anomic aphasia, one conduction aphasia and one transcortical motor aphasia. Of them, 61.5% were men (n=8) and the remaining 38.5% women (n=5). The participants’ ages ranged from 40 to 79 years, with a mean (SD) age of 59.5 (12.1) years. Regarding their education, it ranged between 6 and 19 years [mean (SD)= 13.3 (3.8)]. In terms of their time post-stroke, PwA had a median (IQR) time post-stroke of 10 (7.0–67.5) months, with five of them being over 12 months post stroke.

Materials and Procedures

Data and sampling procedure. All participants gave their written informed consent to take part. Within the timeframe of 10 months leading to the data analysis of this study, each of the three SLTs had to provide three individual and two group therapy videos, recorded during the main research project. These videos had to meet the following criteria: the full therapy session had to be recorded, and both therapist and client(s) had to be clearly visible on the recording. The videos were recorded with a Panasonic VC-H110 video camera.
They were analysed from the beginning to the end, in order for all the important components of the ESFA therapy to be checked, for each session.

**Therapy Procedure.** The ESFA therapy, including the stimuli selection procedure, is fully reported according to the TIDieR guidelines (Hoffmann et al. 2014) in Appendix.

**Therapy Overview.** ESFA is a variant of SFA. SFA therapy aims to improve word retrieval, by focusing on strengthening the connections between the target word and its semantic network (Boyle 2004, Boyle and Coelho 1995, Coelho et al. 2000, Conley and Coelho 2003, Lowell et al. 1995). ESFA takes this approach a step further, aiming to enable the individual to transfer their naming abilities to connected speech. Like in SFA, during ESFA treatment, individuals with word retrieval difficulties are encouraged to generate words that are semantically related to the target word (i.e., semantic features), by completing a feature analysis chart. Unlike SFA, in ESFA, specific cueing hierarchies are employed to elicit features when participants cannot produce them (see integrity checklists in supplemental material). Moreover, participants are encouraged to write the features on the chart, as writing can be developed into a self-cueing strategy. The ESFA therapy also prompts the individual, after word retrieval, to elaborate the features of the word elicited on the SFA chart into a phrase and then a sentence (see individual and group therapy below for more info).

In the Thales aphasia project participants were randomised to receive either 36 hours of individual therapy (three one-hour sessions per week for 12 weeks) or 36 hours of a combination of individual and group therapy (two 45-minute individual therapy sessions and one 1½ hour group session per week for 12 weeks). The sessions took place mainly in the participants’ home and some in hospital settings.

**Individual therapy.** The therapy process is detailed in Appendix. In summary, during
the therapy session, the client chose a picture from the stimuli set and the therapist asked them to name it. Then, presenting a semantic feature chart [same to that shown in Boyle (2004), but translated in Greek language], the therapist prompted the client to think of and say words related semantically with the target word (semantic features). The chart included 6 categories: superordinate category, use, action, physical properties, location, and association. To elicit features, the therapist asked questions or provided the client with sentence-completion cues, while prompting them to write down the features generated. If needed, the therapist used an alphabet table to help clients write; and if they were unable to write, the therapist filled in the chart.

After the chart completion and the retrieval of the word by the client, the therapist prompted the client to produce phrases with the target word and each of its features; and then to make a sentence of their choice with the target word and at least one of its features. There was no specific number of pictures to be worked on during each therapy session. The number of pictures worked on depended on the client’s abilities.

**Group Therapy.** During the group therapy sessions the same principles and criteria as in the individual therapy were followed. The clients were asked in turn to answer the therapist’s questions to find the target word, to complete the chart, to produce phrases with therapist’s cues, and finally, to produce a sentence including the target word and at least one of its features. In addition, while during the initial therapy sessions the therapist provided phonological or semantic cues as needed, over time, the therapist gave participants the opportunity to interact and provide appropriate cues to each other. The therapist controlled turn taking to ensure individuals got similar amounts of exposure to targets and cues, whilst being mindful of disturbing peer-to-peer interactions as little as necessary.

**Integrity checklists**
In order to evaluate treatment integrity of the ESFA therapy, we developed two checklists (one for individual and one for group therapy) outlining the therapy process against which TI to be checked.

**Development.** The development of the ESFA integrity checklists was based on guidelines suggested by Stufflebeam (2000) and Stein et al. (2007). They were developed as a measure to be completed by an assessor, who was independent from the therapy process, but familiar with it (Heilemann et al. 2014). The checklists aimed to cover the critical therapist-oriented components of the intervention (therapists’ strategies and responsibilities) in order to check their adherence to the protocol (Hogue et al. 2005).

The ESFA integrity checklists were developed by the first author who undertook two observations of live therapy sessions and had two meetings with the first author of the manual and trainer on ESFA, (EE), to ensure good understanding of the therapy and its important components. The construction of the checklists began with the creation of a list of potential items, after identification of the primary components of the therapy, by reviewing the ESFA protocol. As the active ingredients of ESFA therapy - components that are expected to create therapeutic change - are not known, each therapy component that could feasibly be checked through videos and was related to therapists’ responsibilities was examined (Carroll et al. 2007). Then, the potential items for the checklists were put together according to the time point of the session that they should occur.

The initial set of components was assembled as a checklist (review version) and submitted to the manual developers and therapy experts for further review and critique, in terms of relevance and comprehensiveness of the content of items, as suggested in the literature (Netemeyer et al. 2003). In this way, content validity of the ESFA integrity checklists was established. Based on the experts’ suggestions, the checklists’ content was
revised, by adding, deleting or modifying the components on the list. Consensus was reached on the content and format of the checklists, through an iterative process of consultation between the developers of the ESFA therapy in this study and the authors. Two different checklists were developed this way, one for individual (ESFA integrity checklist) and one for group therapy sessions (ESFA integrity checklist-G) (Supplemental Materials [insert link]).

The ESFA integrity checklists were piloted by being applied to their intended use: the first author rated four ESFA therapy session videos that were not included in the data analysis of the present study. The ratings were discussed with the last author and further changes were made to formatting and the rating method used (see below).

The final version of the ESFA Integrity checklists included three main columns labeled: (1) components, where all the therapy aspects needed to be rated for TI are listed, (2) target word, where the name of the target word worked on would be indicated, so that ratings would take place for all the words targeted during the therapy session. The inclusion of all target words for analysis was considered crucial for TI as it would allow all therapists’ behaviours to be captured, which differ according to clients’ performance. Moreover, adherence could be affected by the time point during the session, e.g. therapists’ fatigue at the end of the session could lead to lower TI results, and (3) comments, where notes on the nature of possible deviations and troubleshooting procedures or explanation of some ambiguous ratings could be made.

**Rating method of the ESFA Integrity checklists.** Both Likert-type scales (Clarke 1998, Heilemann et al. 2014) and scales that capture the presence or absence of a behavior (Hinckley and Carr 2005, Schneider and Frens 2005) have been used in the literature to check TI. As TI is perceived as the *degree* to which core components of a treatment are implemented as intended, and therapy components may be implemented but not fully, a
Likert-type scale was considered the most appropriate rating method. For instance, when a therapist has to follow a specific cueing hierarchy and they follow it but they omit some of its steps, it is more accurate to rate them 0.5 than 0. To this end, a three-point scale was used as the rating method for the ESFA integrity checklists, where the rater was asked to use one of the following ratings: 0 (not implemented as planned), 0.5 (partly implemented as planned) and 1 (fully implemented as planned), for each component of each target word. A component could also be marked as NA (not applicable). Further explanation of the rating system used, with some relevant examples, is given on the checklists.

**Reliability of the integrity checklists.** To check inter-rater reliability of the ESFA integrity checklists, an independent rater (R2) observed and rated a randomly selected sample of three of the nine individual therapy sessions (33%) and two of the six group sessions (33%), a total percentage (33%) that is within suggested guidelines (15-40%) (Heilemann et al. 2014). Their ratings were then compared to those of the first author (R1), who rated all videos (n=15). For intra-rater reliability, a randomly selected sample of three of the nine individual therapy (33%) and two of the six group therapy sessions (33%) were re-rated by the R1 after an interval of three weeks. After the randomisation procedure, there was an overlap between the videos checked for inter- and intra-rater reliability; 2 out of 5 (40%) videos checked from each rater were common (videos 6 & 14).

**SLT participants’ views on ESFA therapy survey**

To facilitate the interpretation of the findings a survey was developed (Supplemental Materials [insert link]), to explore the therapists' views on different therapy aspects which are related to TI. Using email was considered the most feasible way to conduct this survey given the small number of SLT participants (n=3), the fact that the first author was independent of the Thales team and the geographical distance between the first author and SLT participants.
The development of the survey’s questions was based on the Implementation Fidelity Framework (Carroll et al. 2007). It aimed to explore some of the so-called *moderating factors* that may influence the degree of TI. The survey consisted of seven questions, which were categorised under three parts / possible moderating factors. The first part covered *facilitation strategies* used to support the implementation of the ESFA therapy programme. The second part elicited the therapists’ views on the *ESFA manual*. As the checklists were based on the manual, therapists’ views on manual properties could enhance conclusions about the face and content validity of the checklists. The third part was about *intervention complexity*, where therapists were asked to rate the complexity of ESFA therapy as low, moderate or high, based on given descriptors for the ratings. This question was added because complex interventions have greater scope for variation in their delivery (Carroll et al. 2007), and therefore some components may be more likely not to be implemented as they should.

**Data analysis**

For the calculation of inter- and intra-rater reliability of the integrity checklists, Kappa statistics were used (the Kappa coefficient of Cohen) (Cohen 1960). A Kappa coefficient of .75 - 1.00 is excellent, .60 - .74 is good, .40 -.59 is fair, and below .40 is poor (Cicchetti and Sparrow 1981; as cited in Cicchetti 1994, p. 286). These guidelines are in line with benchmarks that have suggested a level of 70% and above to be regarded as an acceptable level of agreement (Heilemann et al. 2014). For TI, the first authors’ ratings were used in the analyses. The TI score for each session was calculated by summing up the ratings for all the components ‘implemented’ (components rated as 0.5 and 1) and dividing the results by the total number of the applicable components ‘planned’ (referred to as maximum score). All scores were converted to percentage scores for comparability. The TI scores for (a) individual therapy sessions (n=9), (b) group sessions (n=6) and (c) overall (n=15) were calculated by
summing up the scores for each session and dividing by the number of sessions (n). Different authors have considered different degrees of integrity as high (Carroll et al. 2007, Clarke 1998). However, because the level of TI that can be ‘tolerated’ in clinical implementation is not yet known (Kaderavek and Justice 2010), for the purposes of the present study the benchmarks suggested by Heilemann et al. (2014), which are based on a literature review, were adopted. Thus, a percentage of 80% and above was accepted as a high level of TI. Differences between individual vs group sessions on adherence percentage were analysed with an independent samples t-test, as data were normally distributed (Shapiro Wilks p = .115). All analyses were carried out on IBM SPSS v.22.

Results

**Integrity Checklists’ Reliability**

**Inter-rater reliability.** Table 1 details the inter-rater reliability values separately for each of the five sessions, including TI scores given by the two raters. There was an excellent level of agreement between the two raters for four videos out of five, and a good level of agreement (.63) for the remaining video (video 3). The average Kappa was .82 (p < .001), indicating an excellent agreement between the two observers' ratings.

[table 1 about here]

**Intra-rater reliability.** Table 2 presents intra-rater reliability values separately for each of the five sessions, including TI scores given by rater 1 at two different time points. There was an excellent level of agreement between time 1 and time 2 (three weeks later) ratings, for all sessions. The average Kappa across the five sessions was .98 (p < .001), indicating excellent intra-rater reliability.

[table 2 about here]
Treatment Integrity (TI)

Fifteen videos of ESFA therapy sessions were rated using the ESFA integrity checklists, in order to examine the degree to which therapists adhered to the ESFA protocol (TI score), in individual sessions (n=9), group sessions (n=6), and overall in all sessions.

**Treatment integrity for individual therapy approach.** Table 3 details the number of components planned and implemented per session and the TI scores. The overall number of planned components across the sample of the nine individual therapy sessions was 450, with the number of components per session varying as the number of target words presented to each session was dependent on the clients’ performance. The mean number of components planned per session was 50 (SD=16.5) with a range between 21 and 69. Concerning the components implemented by the therapists, they were 424 (out of 450) in total, ranging across sessions from 21 to 67, with a mean (SD) of 47.3 (15.8). In terms of the session-specific TI scores for the individual therapy approach they ranged 87% - 100%, with a mean TI score across all sessions of 94.6% (SD=4.6), showing a high level of TI.

[Table 3 about here]

**Treatment integrity for group therapy approach.** Table 4 details the number of components planned and implemented per group therapy session and the TI scores. Across the six group therapy sessions, the overall number of planned components was 386, with the number of components per session varying as the number of target words presented to each session was dependent on the clients’ performance. The mean number of components planned per session was 64.3 (SD=25.9), with a range between 28 and 98. Concerning the components implemented by the therapists, they were 334 in total, ranging across sessions from 25 to 77 [mean (SD) = 55.7 (22.3)]. In terms of the session-specific TI scores for the group therapy, they ranged from 77.2% to 92.6%, with a mean (SD) TI score of 86.7% (6.9).
This shows a high level of TI.

[Table 4 about here]

**Overall TI score.** As can be seen from the results of the ratings of the individual therapy and group therapy sessions, the components planned for the whole sample of 15 sessions were 836, while the components implemented by the therapists were 758, representing an overall (SD) TI score of 91.4% (6.7), with scores ranging from 77.2% to 100%. Relating the TI scores to the cut-off value of 80%: 13 of the 15 videos had TI scores > 80%, with 10 of them > 90%; two sessions (videos: 10, 11) had TI scores below 80% (78.6% and 77.2% respectively).

In summary, therapists showed a high level of TI for individual therapy sessions (94.6%), for group therapy sessions (86.7%) and overall for all therapy sessions (91.4%).

**Difference in treatment integrity between individual and group therapy sessions.**
The TI scores of all individual sessions (n=9) were compared with the TI scores of all group therapy sessions (n=6). The TI score for group therapy was significantly lower [mean (SD)=86.7% (6.9)] than the one for individual therapy [mean (SD) = 94.6% (4.6)], (t(13)= 2.68, p=.019).

**SLT participants’ views on ESFA therapy - Survey**

**Facilitation Strategies.** The first part of the survey was related to facilitation strategies used to support the implementation of the ESFA therapy programme (see figure 1). Therapists indicated training, use of the treatment manual, supervision and support by developers, and peer support as useful strategies to facilitate an accurate implementation of the ESFA programme. One therapist also found role-playing useful. On average, they rated these strategies as being of a very good to excellent quality.
ESFA Manual. All respondents found the ESFA manual adequate in terms of its content and rated its properties, including ease of use, clarity and comprehensiveness, as very good to excellent (see figure 2). When therapists were asked if there were any therapy components included in the manual that the therapist should be more flexible on how to implement, rather than just following the manual, responses varied. While one of the SLTs believed that a therapist should be flexible with the manual in some cases, the other two indicated that the manual instructions should be followed without deviations. The former justified her opinion by stating that not all clients are able to strictly follow the manual’s instructions and thus some therapy components should be adjusted to suit clients’ strengths and weaknesses. All three participants rated their adherence to the treatment manual as high (4; on a scale 1-5).

Treatment complexity. One of the therapists (therapist 1) indicated that ESFA therapy has a high-level of complexity (all complexity dimensions applied), while therapists 2 and 3 found ESFA moderately complex (some of the complexity dimensions applied), as detailed in Table 5.

Discussion

Integrity Checklists’ Reliability

The majority of aphasia studies that adopted direct methods to examine TI do not provide evidence of inter-rater reliability of their instruments. Most did not check for
reliability between raters (Dietz et al. 2014a, Dietz et al. 2014b, Edmonds and Babb 2011, Edmonds and Kiran 2006, Edmonds et al. 2009, Goff 2013, Griffith et al. 2014, Hickey et al. 2004, Kiran and Thompson 2003, Kiran 2008, Kiran et al. 2011, Rider et al. 2008, Rose and Douglas 2006, Rose et al. 2002, Rose and Sussmilch 2008, Schneider and Frens 2005, Wambaugh and Wright 2007). Furthermore, no aphasia TI studies that checked intra-rater reliability were found; some researchers set it as a future goal though (Heilemann 2013). Given that the evaluation of TI is dependent on the psychometric soundness of the TI tool used, the lack of information about reliability or the use of inadequate methods for checking it (such as point-to-point agreement) creates uncertainty for the tools that have been used in some aphasia studies and in turn for the TI scores reported. This constitutes a gap in the TI literature that needs to be addressed.

Both TI checklists developed for this study had high inter- (κ=.82) and intra-rater (κ=.98) reliability, suggesting they are reliable measures for checking the therapists’ adherence to the ESFA protocol and stable measures for TI evaluation. Other aphasia researchers who checked the reliability of their TI tools using statistical coefficients had similar findings. Heilemann (2013) for instance, who used a tool similar to this study to examine TI, tested inter-rater reliability with an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and found an excellent level of agreement between the two raters for all but one session, where ICC was fair (ICC=.57). The small sample of videos included in the inter-rater investigation (n=3), however, should be kept in mind when interpreting these reliability results.

Other TI studies have reported point-to-point agreement as an inter-rater reliability measure (Yoder and Symons 2010) and found a high level of agreement too (96% and above) (Kiran and Johnson 2008, Leonard et al. 2008, Wright et al. 2008). These findings however should be interpreted with caution, as they are likely to be inflated due to the fact that
percentages of agreement do not correct for agreement expected by chance. This is why reporting percentages of agreement, without including statistical coefficients, has received criticism as a measure for inter-rater reliability (Hallgren 2012).

Some attention should be given to video 3 in the current study, which showed a lower level of agreement between rater 1 and 2, with a good but not excellent inter-rater reliability (κ = .63). A closer look on the ratings indicated a systematic pattern in the non-agreed components: the majority of differences between raters regarded the type of paraphasia produced by the client; rater 1 considered most of the client’s paraphasias as circumlocutions, while rater 2 tended to consider them as semantic. The specific client was able to produce two- or three-word phrases/structures, e.g., “turn-on, turn-off, button” for the target word ‘light switch’. While for rater 1 such productions were an attempt for description of the target word (circumlocution), rater 2 considered them as semantic paraphasias mainly because of the brevity of the responses. This pattern implies that more specific rating instructions for such cases are probably needed.

Treatment Integrity

TI degree across the therapy sessions observed was high for individual (94.6%), group (86.7%), and overall all sessions (91.4%). This illustrates that the therapists implemented components of the ESFA therapy as intended by the treatment protocol with high integrity. These results were consistent with SLT participants’ survey replies, as all of them indicated that they implemented the therapy with a high level of integrity (4/5).

Similar findings have been reported in other aphasia studies. In particular, the majority have reported a high TI score (92% and above) (Dietz et al. 2014a, Dietz et al. 2014b, Edmonds and Babb 2011, Edmonds et al. 2009, Griffith et al. 2014, Heilemann et al. 2014, Hickey et al. 2004, J. Hinckley and Carr 2005, Rider et al. 2008, Rose and Douglas
2006, Rose et al. 2002, Rose and Sussmilch 2008, Wambaugh and Wright 2007). When more than one rater was used for checking therapists’ adherence, TI score was reported in the form of point-to-point agreement between the raters, and was high as well, varying between 96%-100% (Kiran and Johnson 2008, Leonard et al. 2008, Wright et al. 2008).

Facilitation strategies used to enhance therapy implementation have probably contributed to the high TI scores found in the present study. According to SLTs’ replies to the survey, training, use of the treatment manual, supervision and support by developers and peer support were used to facilitate an accurate implementation of the ESFA programme. Such strategies have been found to optimise and standardise TI: ‘the more that is done to help implementation, through monitoring, feedback, and training, the higher the potential level of implementation fidelity achieved’ (Carroll et al. 2007, p. 7). In addition, the fact that therapists rated the manual properties, including ease of use, clarity and comprehensiveness, as very good to excellent, could have also optimised therapy implementation. Specificity enhances adherence and the comprehensiveness of a therapy’s nature can influence how far the therapists successfully adhere to its prescribed components when implemented (Carroll et al. 2007).

Though TI checking for the ESFA therapy focused on therapists’ behaviour, TI scores may also have been influenced by client’s performance. Some of the treatment components were more prone to deviations (0.5 and 0 ratings) than others, and these appeared to be mostly components dependent on client’s performance: a client with a less severe aphasia, for example, would produce fewer paraphasias, needing in turn fewer cues by the therapist. In such cases, the paraphasia components were coded as NA and thus there were fewer instances of 0.5 or 0 ratings.

Two of the videos (10 & 11) scored below 80% (78.6% & 77.2% respectively),
showing lower adherence. Both these videos were group therapy sessions, which by nature required more therapy components to be implemented by the therapists, making the treatment more complex and therefore more susceptible to variation in its application compared to the individual approach. Moreover, both these sessions were carried out by the same SLT participant (therapist 1). Therapist 1 was the only SLT who felt in the survey that the therapist could deviate from the manual. She found that not all clients are able to strictly follow the manual’s instructions and thus some therapy components should be adjusted to suit client’s strengths and weaknesses. This shows that according to the SLT’s views therapist’s drift is justifiable. Therapist drift refers to the modification of a treatment protocol in small and gradual ways, unintentionally or unknowingly, so that a clinician amends the original protocol in an attempt to respond to a client’s specific needs and behaviors (Hinckley and Douglas 2013). Although therapist-drift threatens TI, it is acknowledged that there is a conflict in situations where a researcher, who is also a therapist, feels the obligation to comply with the protocol, but at the same time believes that a deviation from the prescribed treatment would be more helpful to their clients, and thus faces an ethical dilemma (Aradi and Piercy 1985, Sweifach and Linzer 2015). In such instances, the researcher’s belief in conjunction with the fact that ‘trialists may struggle to exchange their role of providers of individualised care with that of researchers required to follow standardised trial procedures’ (Lawton et al. 2011, p. 7) could make the SLT researcher more prone to deviations from the manual.

Treatment integrity scores for group therapy sessions were significantly lower [mean (SD) = 86.7% (6.9)] than for individual therapy sessions [mean (SD) = 94.6% (4.6)], (t(13)=2.68, p=.019). This finding is not surprising. Findings from other fields, e.g. mental health, are in line with this, as protocol adherence was significantly higher in individual than in group therapy sessions (Long et al. 2010). It is reasonable to expect a treatment protocol to
be easier to follow when there is only one client in a session. Moreover, ESFA group therapy is more complex in nature, as more therapists’ behaviours are anticipated, such as prompts for interaction between the clients and turn-taking control, and it includes more interacting and interconnecting components (Craig et al. 2008); this was also evident by SLT participants’ survey replies in terms of therapy complexity. Both of these factors could explain group therapy’s lower TI, as it is easier to reach high integrity in simple than complex interventions (Dusenbury et al. 2003). Trying to indicate possible sources of heterogeneity in implementation of group ESFA therapy and address them in a next step could be a useful strategy for achieving even higher TI scores for this approach (Carroll et al. 2007).

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

Limitations of the study include that the checklists comprised all core components rather than only active ingredients of ESFA therapy, and the video sampling method. The active ingredients of a therapy are those which act as catalysts for change and which can be linked to targeted outcomes. They are distinguished from non or less essential components by identifying core components and examining them in relation to measured outcomes (Abry et al. 2015). When the active ingredients of a therapy, like ESFA, are not known, all therapy components need to be examined (Carroll et al. 2007). This approach was followed in the present study. Yet, establishment of the active ingredients of ESFA therapy would facilitate the creation of meaningful thresholds of TI for the ESFA therapy and the identification of the relative importance of each component, which is crucial when guidelines for evaluating integrity are developed (Gresham et al. 2000). It can also provide guidance to practitioners on what to prioritise to make the most of the therapy. Sensitivity or component analysis needs to be conducted using TI information and performance outcomes from a number of ESFA therapy studies to determine which components or combination of them are essential (i.e.,
they are prerequisite if the therapy is to have its expected effect) (Carroll et al. 2007). When the active ingredients will have been identified, the current TI checklists can be modified into more precise tools.

In this project, each of the three SLTs had to record a specific number of videos meeting specific criteria, and these videos were used for the TI evaluation. However, a randomly selected sample should preferably be analysed (Heilemann et al. 2014) in order for the videos sample to be as representative as possible and eliminate sampling bias. Due to lack of resources, this was not feasible for the present study and should be kept in mind when interpreting the findings.

Evaluation of other aspects of TI such as quality of delivery and participant responsiveness could be targeted in future TI studies of the EFSA therapy, as the degree to which full adherence is achieved may be moderated by these two factors (Carroll et al. 2007). Quality of delivery refers to the manner in which a provider delivers a programme, while participant responsiveness focuses on the clients, and measures how far they respond to, or they are involved in a therapy, including their judgments about the outcomes and relevance of an intervention (Carroll et al. 2007). Kaderavek and Justice (2010) recommend that quality delivery evaluation is important as ‘a treatment can be implemented badly even when adherence to the procedure is high’ (p. 372). To this end, it is important first to explore which therapist skills are connected with the delivery of the ESFA and then to check the degree to which these skills reflect desired ESFA therapy principles, by including them in the ESFA integrity checklists, as a qualitative section, and applying the same methods as for adherence evaluation (Heilemann et al. 2014). Questionnaires and interviews could be useful methods for addressing the above. Such measures (interviews with therapy stakeholders, patient surveys and document analyses) could also be used in the future, in addition to direct
observation, to make TI findings more robust (Bellg et al. 2004).

As the TI concept gains ground, a conventional criterion for the adequate level of integrity is of paramount importance; until then, decision rules can be seen as arbitrary, with inconsistency on TI score interpretation among researchers. Moreover, the TI terminology needs to be unified for accurate interpretation of findings. Finally, more speech and language therapy studies need to include TI data as an essential component and for those who do so to include precise information about the methods adopted to achieve TI.

**Clinical and Research Implications**

This study contributes to the outcomes of the Thales aphasia project that investigated the efficacy of ESFA aphasia therapy. The high TI scores enhance the internal validity of the main research project, i.e. confidence that treatment outcomes relate to the treatment as originally planned, given that the protocol was implemented as planned to a high degree (Linnan and Steckler 2002). Moreover, the TI evaluation of the ESFA therapy facilitates the replication of the main study. Treatments that can be measured for adherence to protocol are likely to be sufficiently well described to be replicated (Mowbray et al. 2003, Hinckley and Douglas 2013), permitting future comparison across studies. In this way, external validity is also enhanced (Moncher and Prinz 1991). In addition, this study shows that ESFA as delivered in Thales is well described and therapists can effectively follow the manual and deliver the therapy as intended. Should ESFA prove to be an efficacious approach in Thales, then the first step to implementing it in clinical practice has been taken. Furthermore, the ESFA integrity checklists developed constitute the basis for a follow-up more specific TI tool that could be consistently used for future TI testing of the ESFA therapy.

Last but not least, the present study provides information about current trends in methodology for TI evaluation, while it identifies weaknesses in TI literature, especially in
the aphasia field. Overall, it contributes to the growing prominence of TI in speech and language therapy. While many researchers highlight the need for inclusion of TI data as an essential component in future speech and language therapy studies, the present study highlights the need for more emphasis on the methodological quality of TI reports, to ensure the accurate interpretation of treatment findings.
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3. SLT participants’ views on ESFA therapy survey
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Number</th>
<th>TI score R1</th>
<th>TI score R2</th>
<th>Inter-rater reliability ($\kappa$, p &lt; .001)</th>
<th>Level of agreement (Cicchetti and Sparrow 1981)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>87.0%</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*R1 = rater 1 (first author); R2 = rater 2 (independent rater)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Number</th>
<th>TI score T1</th>
<th>TI score T2</th>
<th>Intra-rater reliability (κ, p &lt; .001)</th>
<th>Level of agreement (Cicchetti and Sparrow 1981)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(T1=\text{time 1}; \ T2=\text{time 2}\)
Table 3. Session-specific TI scores and overall TI score for individual therapy approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session No (Therapist No)</th>
<th>Components Planned, Maximum TI score</th>
<th>Components Implemented, Actual TI score</th>
<th>TI score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (2)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (2)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (3)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (3)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td><strong>450</strong></td>
<td><strong>424</strong></td>
<td><strong>-</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td><strong>50 (16.5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>47.3 (15.8)</strong></td>
<td><strong>94.6% (4.6)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Session-specific TI scores and overall TI score for group therapy approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session No (Therapist No)</th>
<th>Components Planned, Maximum TI score</th>
<th>Components Implemented, Actual TI score</th>
<th>TI score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 (1)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (1)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (2)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (2)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 (3)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (3)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td><strong>386</strong></td>
<td><strong>334</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td><strong>64.3 (25.9)</strong></td>
<td><strong>55.7 (22.3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>86.7% (6.9)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Therapists’ views on complexity of ESFA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity Dimensions</th>
<th>Therapist 1</th>
<th>Therapist 2</th>
<th>Therapist 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large number of (complex) behaviours required by those delivering or receiving the intervention</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different groups targeted by the intervention</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a variability in therapy outcomes</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High level of flexibility or tailoring of the intervention is permitted</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Therapists’ ratings for facilitation strategies used
Figure 2. Therapists' ratings of the manual's properties

![Bar chart showing therapists' ratings of the manual's properties.](image-url)
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Appendix. Detailed Description of the ESFA therapy (Individual therapy approach)

**Elaborated Semantic Feature Analysis (ESFA) Therapy Background.** ESFA therapy is a modified version of Semantic Feature Analysis (SFA) therapy, as it is based on the SFA approach, but also prompts the individual, after word retrieval, to elaborate the features of the word elicited on the SFA chart into a sentence. It also includes provision of elaborate cueing hierarchies to elicit features when participants cannot produce them. Moreover, during ESFA therapy, participants are encouraged to write the features on the chart, as a self-cuing strategy. ESFA treatment approach was applied to improve word retrieval of object nouns in aphasia. The purpose of this approach is to enable the individual to transfer their naming abilities to connected speech.

**Stimuli.** Therapy targets were chosen based on the results of three oral confrontation-naming sessions. In each of these sessions the participant was asked to name the Rossion & Pourtois coloured version of the 260 Snodgrass and Vanderwart line drawings of nouns (Rossion and Pourtois 2004). The pictures were presented on a computer screen in a timed PowerPoint presentation in a random order to each participant and were scored as either correct or incorrect. Participants had 13 seconds to respond before the next picture was shown. Correct responses were intelligible productions of the target word within this timeframe.

The pictures that a client failed to name on at least two trials were selected as treatment and probe stimuli. This process of stimulus selection resulted in a set of treatment and probe items that were specific to each client in terms of content and number of items. Seventy percent of the incorrect responses were selected as treatment material, while the other 30% was used as untreated generalisation stimuli. The exact same procedure was followed for the stimulus
selection for the group therapy. The only difference was that the final stimulus selection took place by comparing the results of all administrations of all the clients participating in the group and then selecting for treatment those words that were not named by all group participants.

**Intervention Providers.** ESFA Therapy providers in this study were the three research speech and language therapists (SLTs) who were trained in ESFA and delivered the treatment in the Thales aphasia project. All three participants had a Master’s degree, four to nine years of clinical experience and had worked with PwA from two to seven years.

**Modes of Delivery, Location, Dose.** ESFA therapy was delivered through two different modes: individual therapy vs. a combination of individual and group therapy, although at this section only individual therapy approach is described. The sessions took place mainly in the participants’ home and some in hospital settings. Participants were randomised to receive either 36 hours of individual therapy (three one-hour sessions per week for 12 weeks) or 36 hours of a combination of individual and group therapy (two 45-minute individual sessions and one 1½-hour group session per week for 12 weeks).

**Main Therapy procedures.** ESFA therapy approach is based on SFA therapy (Boyle and Coelho 1995); however, it differs in aspects, including provision of elaborate cueing hierarchies to elicit features when participants cannot produce them. Moreover, during ESFA therapy, participants are encouraged to write the features on the chart, as a self-cueing strategy, but as writing is not target of ESFA therapy, writing errors are not corrected by the therapist.

In terms of ESFA therapy procedure, during the therapy session, for each item trained, the clinician initially asked the client to draw a picture from the treatment material set and then to name it. Then, presenting a semantic features chart [same as that shown in Boyle (2004), but
translated in Greek language], the therapist prompted the client to think of and say words semantically related to the target word (semantic features). The chart included six categories: superordinate category, use, action, physical properties, location, and association. To elicit feature production, the therapist asked questions or provided the client with sentence-completion cues. For instance, for the superordinate category, a question such as “What category does it belong to?” was provided. Similarly, for the category use, a statement as “You use it to/for ________” was given. After the oral word production, which is the focus of ESFA therapy, the clinician prompted the client to write down the elicited features in the chart. For clients with writing difficulties, the therapist helped them to write the features with the use of an alphabet table (e.g. pointing to the letters they needed). For clients who could not write, the therapist filled in the chart.

After the chart completion and the retrieval of the word by the client, when the SFA procedure was completed for the target word, the therapist encouraged the client to produce phrases with the target word and each of its features. If needed, the clinician and client would say the words together or the clinician would point to the target and a feature for the client to put together in a phrase. Then, the client was encouraged to produce a sentence, including the target word and at least one of the elicited semantic features. For example for the item ‘table’, the individual was asked during SFA to produce features such as: furniture, for dining, wooden, kitchen, chair, tea, eat, and then to elaborate these features in sentences such as: we eat at the table, we have tea at the table, the table is for dining, the table is a piece of furniture in the kitchen, etc. Elaboration of features was achieved by asking the individual to choose as many features as they wanted (one as a minimum) and to put them together into a sentence. The same strategy was followed for all treatment items. Participants had first to produce the sentence orally and then if they could to write the sentence down. It did not matter if people made errors
in their sentences, e.g. syntactic or morphological errors as long as the sentence was meaningful. After its completion (SFA stage), the chart was used as help/cueing as and when needed.

At the end of each session the client was asked to name all the words that had been worked on during the previous therapeutic sessions: if a target word was retrieved correctly for three consecutive sessions, without prompt or help by the therapist, and the client was able to produce correct sentences without cues or reference to the chart, this word was removed from the therapy process and another new word replaced it. Subsequently, at the beginning of each therapy session, the client was asked to name the pictures that they had not named correctly in the previous session and to produce one sentence for each of these target words. If the client did not name the picture correctly, the chart analysis was repeated with these targets before moving on to new targets.

Additional Therapy Principles. In terms of the order of chart completion, there was flexibility. At the first therapy sessions the therapists would start for animate nouns, e.g. ‘dog’ with the first category (superordinate category), e.g. ‘what is it?’ or ‘what group does it belong to?’ and for inanimate nouns, e.g. ‘scissors’ with the action category, e.g. ‘what do we do with it?’ or the use category, e.g. ‘we use it for…?’, and then work their way through the other features in the following order: physical properties, location, and association. However, as the participants became familiar with the technique, they were let to spontaneously generate features out of sequence. When this happened, the features were written in the appropriate boxes on the chart, and if and when needed the clinician resumed eliciting features in the prescribed order, skipping over the categories that the participant had spontaneously completed. If a category was not applicable for a target word, such as when use and action categories are similar (e.g. for paintbrush: to paint), then this category was skipped by the therapist and only
those deemed appropriate for the target item were elicited. If a participant named the target picture on confrontation or during the features generation, the therapist still asked for all features to be produced, in order for the participant to build up semantic links, promoting spreading activation to related semantic concepts. This also aimed to develop feature generation as a compensatory strategy by encouraging the establishment of the technique and its use and, through repeated practice, to increase the chances of a more automatic use of the technique when lexical retrieval difficulties were encountered. The client was prompted to produce as many features as possible for each category, which were then written in the category box, as more related words facilitate the connections of the semantic network. Some categories elicited more features compared to others: the physical properties category, for example, typically had several entries, whereas the box for superordinate category had fewer. The production of more than one feature for each category was not an integral component of ESFA though; one semantic feature for each category was the basic requirement. The number of the pictures worked on in each session depended on the client’s performance.

During the therapy, the therapist provided cues to clients, following a specific cueing hierarchy based on the type of paraphasias produced. The hierarchy followed is demonstrated on the integrity checklists (Supplemental Materials). If the client was not able to produce the word after cueing, they were led through the entire SFA chart, with cues provided as needed, to produce the target word. When the client could not produce the target work even when all features had been listed, the clinician produced the word orally and then the participant repeated it and named all of its features.

**Tailoring.** ESFA therapy as described by the treatment protocol is a therapy that is administered to all clients in the same way, with differences depending only to the therapy mode (individual vs group therapy). However, therapists’ cues and help during the process took
place according to client’s aphasia type and abilities or performance. In more detail, in terms of chart completion, the clinician prompted the client to write down the elicited features in the chart. For clients with writing difficulties though, the therapist helped them to write the features with the use of an alphabet table (e.g. pointing to the letters they needed). For clients who could not write, the therapist filled in the chart. Regarding the phrase production, therapist encouraged the client to produce phrases with the target word and each of its features. If needed however, the clinician and client would say the words together or the clinician would point to the target and a feature for the client to put together in a phrase. During the sentence production, when the individual was asked to choose as many features as they wanted (one as a minimum) and to put them together into a sentence, help was given to participants according to their abilities; people with global aphasia for instance, needed more cues from the therapist compared to people with fluent aphasia, while over time, therapist’s help was reduced. Finally, during the therapy, the therapist provided cues to clients, following a specific cueing hierarchy based on the type of paraphasias produced by the clients. The hierarchy followed is demonstrated on the integrity checklists (Supplemental Materials).

**Treatment Integrity.** The present study investigated ESFA adherence to the treatment protocol (Treatment Integrity – TI), through observation of therapy videos. Moreover, different strategies, including training, use of the treatment manual, supervision and support by developers, and peer support were used to maintain and enhance integrity. ESFA therapy was delivered as planned in a high degree, i.e. 91.4% (94.6% for individual therapy approach and 86.7% for group therapy approach).